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A-GreenStart
Main partners:
Positive Planet International for
“A Green Lab” project
Cooperation for the Development
of Emerging Countries (COSPE) for
“RESTART Maghreb Project”.

Affiliated partners:
• Enactus Tunisie
• Association d’appui à l’économie sociale et solidaire
Citess Mahdia
• Association d’appui à l’économie sociale et solidaire
Citess Sidi Bouzid
• ONG Soleterre
• Es.Maroc.org HUB
• AGIR Algérie
• Youth Work Ireland Galway

AGreenLab

• DIDA – Faculté de design de l’Université de Florence
• MakeSense			
• Yeesal AgriHub
• Impact HUB
• Energy4Impact
• la Fabrique

This publication was produced with the financial
support of the European Union. Its contents are the sole
responsibility of the Youth Cooperation Hub and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the European Union, the
African Union, nor of the implementing CSO.

Project summary
A-Green Start pilot will accelerate 150 startups in the renewable energies and agribusiness
sectors through 8 accelerators across 5 African
countries. “A – Green Start” is a synergy between
two projects implemented each by their own
CSO consortia, one called “A Green Lab” in
West Africa led by Positive Planet, and another
called “RESTART” in North Africa, led by COSPE,

which stands for “Relancer l’Entrepreneuriat
Social juvénile visant la valorisation Territoriale
dans les secteurs de l’Agroalimentaire et des
énergies Renouvelables en Algerie Maroc et
Tunisie” (Relaunching Social Entrepreneurship
of youth targeting the value of Territories, in the
agronutrition and renewable energy sectors).

Project Location

Lead CSO

Lead CSO

Africa needs to create 18 million jobs every year until 2035 and last year only 3.5 million jobs were created.
This is a huge challenge that comes with wonderful opportunities but also terrible consequences if we
don’t achieve the target. The Business Job Creation and Entrepreneurship Cluster envisions to unlock
entrepreneurship in Africa through the project “A-GreenStart”.
•

Create a channel for capital investment to African
entrepreneurs working in industries focused on
sustainability

•

Foster south-south knowledge and technical transfer
through the connection of West Africa and Maghreby
startup ecosystems

•

Set up bidirectional exchange and immersion programs
between entrepreneurs in Europe and Africa.

Objective
The objective is to
accelerate 150 startups in
the sectors of renewable
energies and agribusiness
through 8 accelerators in
5 countries: Burkina Faso,
Senegal, Morocco, Tunisia
and Algeria.

Through successful implementation of the above, this project
will play a key role in the growth of businesses that will
directly lead to decent job creation in North and West Africa.
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Key Project Results
Many of the start-ups are already improving their knowledge and competencies, and feeling the
benefits of the projects, as a result of the individualised mentorship and coaching. Please see details
and cases for each project in the next pages.

RESTART Maghreb (North Africa)

A Green Lab (West Africa)

1600

2785

50

100

Youth who received
capacity building

600

100

Enterprises incubated

150

100

Enterprises financed

22

15

Youth benefitting
Youth pro-active
implementing the project

Brief Project’ timeline

Start-ups
identified

Incubation:
Ideation,
Business
Plans, Creation

Training of trainers
for coaches of
start-ups/
enterprises

Jan 2022 & current

2021

Collective and
individual training on :
Business & Financial
management;
legal/taxation, …

Consolidation
of enterprises

Some
financing
has started

Field visits by the
Hub to the CSO,
meeting all
stakeholders and
entrepreneurs

Tailored training :
Management, Accounting, Marketing,
Monitoring, HR, financing…

Consolidation
of enterprises

Partnership
building and
seeking
investments

Sharing
experiences
across
regions

Upcoming later in 2022

Further
financing for
enterprises

Consolidation
of coaches/
incubators

Web platform
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RESTART Maghreb (North Africa)

RESTART Maghreb

Youth benefitting

1600

Youth pro-activeAll were six women who led and had experience
50
implementing the
in project
the domain they were now working in. The
theme of a sustainable circular economy was
present in all projects. The entrepreneurs
Youth who received
and
their
projects
included
600 Omayma
capacity buildingJalleli who established an organic
cheese
producer/fromagerie, Marwa Karoui who was
manufacturing organic makeup products,
Enterprises incubated
150
COSPE stands for Cooperation for the
Zohoor Behi who was making cosmetic products
Development
of
Emerging
Countries
from natural oils, Manel Hajlaoui who had an
egg growing project with families, Amina Felhi
(Coopération pour le développement des pays
Enterprises
financed
22 or syrups
who recycled wasted fruit into juice
émergents). It is a non-profit association that
and Hajer Bouzayeni who was making a healthy
works in the sector of international cooperation
patisserie.
and solidarity.
Project details and results:
As part of the Hub’s field trip to Tunisia, the
Business Cluster’s Young Expert was fortunate
to meet 6 of the young entrepreneurs who took
part in the RESTART program in the Sidibouzid
region. They were extremely committed to their
projects and were proud of the progress that
they had made.

The Young Expert met some of the
entrepreneurial cohorts in the Mahdia region in
person and attended one of the sessions with
the entrepreneurs in which they discussed their
latest legal updates. The entrepreneurs were
being coached by their respective mentors who
guided them and informed them what needed
to be done in their next phase.

Idéation, BMC, Prototypage,
stratégie de communication / Algérie
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The Young Expert met each of the entrepreneurs
from the Mahdia region in their personal offices/
workspace. The projects were diverse and revolved
around agriculture which is the main attribute of
the region. The first project was called Tahricha
which is a food packaging business which is
common in Mahdia as families seek to store
food all year round. Tahricha now also
offers homemade and readymade signature
Mahdia dishes such as bindleqa. Another
project was a local construction materials
startup which manufactures bricks out of
recycled materials. This new technology has
a patent and will be introduced to the market
very soon. Another project is Agriwatt, which
installs photovoltaic solar panels to those
wishing to employ solar energy. Lastly, Zohra Ben
Attia leads a project called Mzoughia, named after
her mother, in which she manufactures organic grains
and products.
1. View of Young Entrepreneurs:
The founders of these projects are all incredibly passionate, smart and driven. They are extremely
grateful for the funding, support and mentorship they have received since day one. They are almost
unanimous in saying that they would not have been able to get these projects off the ground had it not
been because of RESTART Maghreb.

The Hub’s Young Expert Ismaeel
with the project leaders and Mahdia
incubator team
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2. View of Project Manager and Staff:
The Young Expert spoke extensively with Alessia
Tibollo, the Project Manager from COSPE Tunisia.
She is very passionate about the projects and
work they support. She was proud of the young
entrepreneurs and how far they had come in their
journeys. Many of these entrepreneurs had zero
background in business and/or entrepreneurship.
In order for them to come from such a
background and apply themselves to launch
their projects is a valuable accomplishment.
One of the mentors for entrepreneurs, Walid
Abaidi, spoke in detail about his training sessions

with the entrepreneurs.
He mentioned how they had great
passion.
He also underlined the fact that because they
were women, they worked harder, as they
appreciated the opportunity more and didn’t
want to waste it. They were eager to learn and
be coached. He mentioned that they put a great
amount of effort in cultivating their business
plans in the best possible way.

3. AREAS of IMPROVEMENT
These points were identified during joint discussions:
A. The lack of technical budget to allow entrepreneurs to test their products or achieve a minimum
viable product (MVP). Adequate technical budgets enable entrepreneurs to come up with viable
products for the market.
B. The program duration is too long for entrepreneurs - it can be distracting from the growth of
their business because of time allocation.
4. Key Recommendations for RESTART Maghreb Pilot Project in 2022
A. Connect the initiative with other local initiatives. The ability to connect with ongoing similar
projects will ensure synergy and sustainability of start-ups. It will also reduce duplication of
activities for the same pool of entrepreneurs.
B. Build partnerships to scale up such a project & grant visibility. Partnerships at both local and
international level will support in network expansion and access to a wider range of services the
pilot project does not offer. It also makes grant access easily available to such entrepreneurs
with linkages to different partners.
C. Connect with international level networks to maximize visibility & impact of the project, for
example for investment, market reach, etc. Also, it will enable high level participation in
international events.
D. Upgrading digital infrastructure capabilities to scale up for access to a wider market. The ability
to digitize start-ups leads to higher returns for entrepreneurs as global reach is optimized.
Therefore, there is a need to upgrade the existing digital infrastructure.
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A Green Lab

RESTART Maghreb (North Africa)

A Green Lab (West Africa

1600

2785

50

100

600

100

Youth benefitting
Youth pro-active
implementing the project
Youth who received
capacity building
Enterprises incubated

Positive Planet International is involved in the
construction and management of programs
aimed at increasing the socio-economic
Enterprises
financed
resilience of populations excluded from
traditional education and employment channels,
especially young people and women.
1. Project details and results:
The Hub’s field mission to Dakar, Senegal
aimed to identify the key milestones that have
been achieved so far, and takeaways from the
implementation phase, and to propose areas of
improvement.
The Business Cluster’s Young Expert visiting
Dakar had the chance to meet with an incubator
of “Impact HUB” and one of the young
entrepreneurs who participated in the Green
Lab program in Dakar.
The mission began within “Impact HUB”, a
member of the consortium of implementing
partners, and an incubator that aims to build a
thriving and inclusive entrepreneurial ecosystem
in Africa. They do this by bringing together the
most creative innovators, entrepreneurs, experts,
and investors to mobilize them, facilitate

collaboration, and equip entrepreneurs eager to
make a positive and lasting difference in Africa.

We discovered a team that is enthusiastic
about the success they have made with young
entrepreneurs through this pilot project.

Babacar, the incubator, has a lot of experience
helping entrepreneurs structure their projects.
He is well-versed in the local ecosystem.
150
100 We
saw a variety of projects incubated within the
incubator, all of them were related to agriculture.
In addition, there are a few innovative
22
15
technologies, solar energy, and waste recovery
projects.
Khady Sarr, manager of “Sen Terroirs Senegal”, is
a food-tech start-up that produces dried mango
for SMEs and GIEs from sorting differences and
using locally developed solar technologies. She
was participating in the Dakar International
Fair. The Young Expert found her in person at
her stand, passionate about her business. She
is a woman who mastered her job and the value
chain. She mastered her positioning and had a
very holistic approach. She also had experience
in the field they were working in right now.
The Business cluster’ member was fortunate
to assist Khady at her booth for a couple of
hours before inviting her to lunch to discuss
her business. The entrepreneurs were coached
by their respective mentors who guided them
and informed them of what needed to be done
in their next phase. She learned a lot during
the program and the Impact HUB incubator
contributed and helped her a lot to the maturity
of her project.
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2. QUOTES FROM THE Youth Entrepreneurs of the Green Lab project.
« What is special about the program is that it is a highly specific, personalized and practical program. I come out of the
program very enriched and optimistic for the future. » - Khady Sarr

« The key to the success of the A-Greenstart program is that it is designed with tools adapted to the realities of young
entrepreneurs in the area. » - Babacar

3. AREAS of IMPROVEMENT
A. The lack of technical budget to allow entrepreneurs
to test their products or achieve a minimum viable
product (MVP). There should be technical budgets
that support trial stage activities of products or
achieve MVP for markets.
B. The program duration is too long for entrepreneurs
and the seasonality of activities incompatible with
the schedule of the support program.
C. Too much budget in operation of the incubators rather
than investment directly into the development of
products /services by entrepreneurs.

Daniel, Hub Young Expert visiting
the project in Dakhar, Senegal
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4. KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GREEN LAB PILOT PROJECT in 2022.
Here are the recommendations to move forward with this project:
A.

Integrate a dynamic of knowledge’ exchange between
project leaders from Burkina Faso and Senegal. There is
a need for exchange of knowledge between countries of
implementation for entrepreneurs to learn from their peers
in different countries.

B.

Build bridges between initiatives and between project
leaders for skills transfer between peers.

C.

Popularize the success stories of the project to maximize
the impact of the project.

D. Build a new structuring partnership to duplicate the initiative
in other locations as the project is showing positive results.
E.

Strengthen the operational capacities of incubators.

F.

Set up a prototyping and / or seed fund for 10% of
entrepreneurs in the program to be able to access support
for their businesses.
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How the Hub Cluster Contributed to the Project
The Hub’s Young Experts of the Business cluster provided advisory services to the consortium of
implementing partners on topics including implementation of a digital platform, youth engagement, and
project management. They are actively engaged in building new partnerships in terms of investments.
grants, etc., to support current activities of the projects being implemented. They are also actively
preparing and supporting the future scale up phase. See next to each member’s name, the specific
roles played by the Youth Experts for the Hub and with the Business cluster’s pilot projects, and below
some of their areas of expertise:
Elena Bonnell de Pascual: Partnerships, Communications + Focal Point with CSO
•
•
•

Communication and coordination between the Hub and CSOs (fluent in French and English, project management experience at African
focused accelerator Fledge)
Partnerships (Currently working as Partnerships Manager for Advans)
Monitoring (Social impact measurement-aligned with SDGs of agri startups across Africa)

Daniel Oulai: Technical Advice & Local Network, liaising with CSO
•
•
•
•

Communication and coordination with West Africa project
Technical assistance and operational strategy (agronomist CEO of agro farming startup)
Ecosystem networking (regional activist for organic farming and agriculture)
Strong expertise attracting youth into Agri & creating skills programs

Andrew Ddembe: Communications
•
•

Mentor business growth (founded of health-tech startup in Uganda)
Social media strategy and PR of project

Jordan Stephanou: Startup growth strategy & Virtual Platform consultant
•
•
•

Help businesses raise capital (currently working at Crowdcube)
Mentor business growth (previously founder of award-winning startup in South Africa)
Virtual platform consultant (background managing own app; Masters degree in management of innovation and technology)

Aba Eshun Esther: Cluster Coordination, Program inception & Reporting
•
•
•

Support the launch of various incubation programs
Support in the technical processes of incubation ( mentorship, gender balance, etc)
Support monthly and quarterly reporting of activities

Yorick Bruins: Startup growth strategy & Technical Advice
•
•
•

Help businesses with business- and strategic planning and raising capital (previously agri-business consultant in Eastern Africa and
South Asia )
Mentor on incubation and acceleration of start-ups (Founder of a scale-up for agricultural goods for western Europe)
Technical assistance (background on value chain analysis in emerging markets, territorial labelling of GI products)

Alieu Jallow: Monitoring, Technical advice & Strategies for program sustainability
•
•
•

Provide advice on stakeholder engagement and buying
Partnership and fundraising strategies (run Startup Incubator Gambia)
Provide business development strategies for sustainability

Ismaeel Tharwat: Technical advice + Focal Point with CSO
•
•

Communication and coordination between the Hub and CSOs (fluent in French and English)
Strategic implementation advice (PhD in Economics)

Andreas Holzinger: Monitoring, Dynamic Reporting, Digital Advice
•

Experience working in research, budget and staff management as well as strategy innovation, notably in Sub-Saharan Africa, currently
country director in West Africa with IPA.

Hager Ashour: Digital Advice, Dynamic Reporting
•

Advice on the use of technology for development and particularly entrepreneurship (previously worked with Startup Without boarders
for Refugee entrepreneurs, with a specialised language agency of the African Union Commission, and for the Egyptian government).
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Successes and Lessons Learned from the Implementation of both projects
of “A-GreenStart”
•

There are incredible business opportunities in all of the regions of A-GreenStart. The Hub
Business Cluster’s initial vision of selecting these regions and these industries for incubation
has been validated.

•

The potential and natural ability of the entrepreneurs that have been selected for the
programmes is incredibly high. If we can connect them with resources, the teams behind the
ideas have potential to solve problems at a global scale.

•

There is an opportunity for media coverage on the exciting solutions that are coming out of
these programmes - many business projects are highly innovative with unique Intellectual
Property (IP) that deserves international visibility.

•

Peer-to-peer learning has been a significant opportunity and benefit to the start-ups in the
programmes.

•

The operational capacity/resources of each incubator varies greatly - therefore the quality of
experience and learnings for the entrepreneurs is not necessarily consistent.

•

Almost every aspect has taken longer than expected - partially due to the pandemic, and
partially due to the fact that this is a pilot and there are many stakeholders implementing a
project like this for the first time.

•

Capital is always an issue - firstly to assist the entrepreneurs to develop minimum viable
product (MVP), and then to enable growth at scale. This must be given more attention and
would benefit from relations between regions and continents and a digital platform.

What Next:
Hub Business Cluster’s Recommendations for Future Replication, Scale-up
and sustainability
The future of work in Europe and Africa will be determined by the tension between automation
in traditional sectors and innovation in new sectors. Africa has the potential to create new jobs
from technology adoption across all sectors & skill categories. The adoption of worker-enhancing
technologies can boost productivity and output across all sectors, especially in agriculture & services.
Moreover, the manufacturing sectors in the majority of African countries have remained relatively
small and unautomated as well. This illustrates that there is tremendous potential for significant
output increase and jobs growth. This is much needed as Europe and Africa in particular, must address
the employment needs of its youthful population.
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The “A-GreenStart” pilot projects addresses the core issues of entrepreneurship and job creation
in a material way. The current strong progress across all the countries, in little time and during the
pandemic, indicates that the need is present and that these types of initiatives can indeed make a
significant impact.
This is why we highly recommend scaling up this initiative to have greater impact all across Africa.
We believe the following could be done to maximize the impact of this project:
•

Increase funding available for start-ups and entrepreneurs.

•

Diversify the target sectors from renewable energies & agriculture to also include manufacturing,
services and others.

•

Linking start-ups & entrepreneurs with other successful entrepreneurial networks across
Europe & the world.

•

Foster Europe-Africa youth entrepreneur networks to share learnings & increase collaboration.

•

Leveraging digital tools to increase training & capacity building of other young entrepreneurs,
and to facilitate access to investments.

•

Build an intercontinental network of mentors to guide start-ups & entrepreneurs to success.

•

Organize international demonstration days to showcase start-ups and increase their access to
funding.
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Members of the Cluster

Aba Ashun
Ghana

Hagar Ahmed
Egypt

Ismaeel Tharwat
Egyptian in diaspora
in France

Andrew Ddembe
Uganda

Elena Bonell de Pascual
Spain		

Yorick Bruins
The Netherlands

Daniel Oulai
Ivory Coast		

Alieu Jallow
Gambia

Andreas Holzinger
Germany		

Jordan Stephanou
Cyprus Diaspora in
South Africa

business@aueuyouthhub.org
@AUEUYOUTHHUB

www.aueuyouthhub.org

info@aueuyouthhub.org
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